The New Jersey Juvenile Justice Commission (JJC) is the State agency responsible for providing juvenile rehabilitation and parole services. Established in 1995, the JJC serves to coordinate services and policies affecting delinquent youth throughout the State. From prevention to parole, the JJC is a partner in the entire juvenile justice system, working with communities to help redirect the lives of young people.

The JJC has a challenging goal - to help young people turn their lives around and stay on the right track. The JJC cares for juveniles placed in its custody by
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the New Jersey Family Court System in secure facilities and residential community homes. It also works with communities to identify and address specific issues that face at-risk youth. The JJC awards millions of dollars each year to communities to implement their own programs to help youth grow into successful adults.

The JJC is an active member of communities throughout the State, a partner to juvenile justice professionals, and a resource to the citizens of New Jersey.